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1 Introduction

Deep neural networks are a powerful and fascinating methodology for solving problems with largeand complex data sets. They use directed graphs as a template for very large computations. Con-structing these graphs is a very interesting problem, and one which is mostly solved in an ad hocfashion. One exception to this observation is the collection of convolutional neural nets, or CNN’s,which are applicable for particular data formats, such as images or time series. Convolutionalneural networks have two important properties.
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• Locality: In each of the layers defining a convolutional neural net (for images,say), the neu-rons in a fixed layer are a union of grids, with one grid point for each pixel. In CNN’s, theconnections are specified by the requirement that if we have two consecutive layers with thesame grid size, it is required that each pixel in a layer is connected to pixels that belong to asquare neighborhood around the orginal point.
• Homogeneity: Again in the case of images, this is a requirement that the features con-structed should be consistent in every part of the image. The intuition behind this requirementis that we believe that we should be detecting patterns in various parts of the image, and thatidentical patterns in different parts of the image should be detected in an identical fashion.

The goal of these conditions is to diminish the size of the set of combinations, or formulas, thatare considered as candidates in the optimization that the neural net considers. In many cases,however, the problems being considered do not fit nearly into the convolutional framework. Thegoal of this paper is to create a formalism, based on geometric properties of the data, which al-lows one to prune the connections in a network in a natural way, dependent on the data. What wealso obtain is a “Lego blocks" approach to designing the architectures, which takes into geometricproperties of the data and its set of features in order to prune edges in a principled way. The ideasof topological data analysis (TDA) play a key role throughout. TDA is understood to be a powerfulfor unsupervised data analysis. We now extend its utility to all parts of the deep learning pipeline.

2 Building Neural Nets

We introduce a formalism for building feed-forward neural networks. We first introduce the notionof a correspondence.
Definition 2.1 LetX and Y be sets. By a correspondence C fromX to Y we will mean any subset

C ⊆ X × Y

For any element x ∈ X , we denote by C(x) the set {y ∈ Y |∃x ∈ X with (x, y) ∈ C}, and by C−1(y)

the set C(x) the set {x ∈ X|∃y ∈ Y with (x, y) ∈ C}. We will write C : X → Y or X C−→ Y to denotethe correspondence. Given C : X → Y and D : Y → Z , the composite of C and D from X to Z isthe subset {(x, z)|∃y ∈ Y such that (x, y) ∈ C and (y, z) ∈ D}, and we denote it by D ◦C.
Definition 2.2 By a feed-forward structure, we will mean data of the form

{X0, X1, . . . , Xn, C1, . . . , Cn}

where eachXi is a (finite) set, and for each i, Ci : Xi−1 → Xi is a correspondence.
Next, we will construct a directed acyclic graph Γ = Γ(X0, X1, . . . , Xn, C1, . . . , Cn) from a feed-forward structure as follows. The vertex set of Γ is

X0 tX1 t . . . tXn
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where t denotes disjoint union. The set E of edges decomposes similarly as
E1 t E2 t . . . t En

where Ei denotes the set of directed edges from nodes in Xi−1 to nodes in Xi, and Ei is definedby Ei = Ci. X0 is thought of as the input layer, and Xn is the output layer. It is clear that any feed-forward structure given in this way gives a neural network, i.e. a directed acyclic graph with sets ofinput nodes and output nodes specified. In a directed graph, the edges are ordered pairs (v, w) ofnodes, with v referred to as the “tail" and w referred to as the “head". Note thatX0 consists entirelyof initial nodes, i.e. nodes v for which there is no edge whose head is v, and similarly Xn consistsentirely of terminal nodes, for which there is no edge whose tail is v.
At the moment, we have only specified a directed acyclic graph from the feed-forward structure.The way this graph is applied is to specify computations. There is a sequence of computationsperformed, and at each stage each node is assigned a numerical value. At a given stage (call it t),the value at a node v is assigned a value that depends only on values at stage t−1 of nodes whichare the tails of edges whose head is v. The one exception is the initial layer, the assignments ofwhich are fixed throughout the process. One can assign a variety of formulas (called activationfunctions) to a given layer, including ReLU, max pooling, averages, or sums. One expects, thoughthat for a fixed layer, one should make the same choice of activation function for each neuron inthat layer.

3 Building Correspondences

It is clear that the correspondences in a feed-forward structure are the critical ingredient in spec-ifying the corresponding neural network. The key ingredient in specifying neural nets using feed-forward structures is to have a number of ways of specifying correspondences. We’ll give a numberof examples that describe how to construct correspondences. First we introduce a concept thatwill be critical throughout the paper.
Definition 3.1 By a metric space, we will mean a pair (X, d), where X is a set and d is a functionfrom the productX ×X to [0,+∞) satisfying three conditions.

1. d(x, x′) = 0 if and only if x = x′.
2. d(x, x′) = d(x′, x) for all x, x′ ∈ X .
3. d(x, x′′) ≤ d(x, x′) + d(x′, x′′) for all x, x′, x′′ ∈ X .

It will sometimes be useful to permit +∞ as a value of d, and to permit that d(x, y) might take thevalue zero even though x 6= y. The three conditions are easy to interpret when one or more of thevalues is +∞. So, we will refer to a function d that can take infinite values and for which condition (1)above is not required as a quasi-metric, and call a set equipped with a quasi-metric a quasi-metricspace.
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Here are some examples of constructions of correspondences.
Example 3.1 Complete correspondences: For any sets X and Y , the complete correspondencefrom X to Y is the correspondence consisting of the entire set X × Y . This is a trivial example,in a sense, but it is useful in constructing other correspondences, and describes fully connectedlayers in neural nets.
Example 3.2 Functional correspondences: Let f : X → Y be a function of sets. Then we candefine the functional correspondence attached to f to be the set {(x, f(x))|x ∈ X}. Compositionof graph correspondences corresponds to the composition of the defining functions.
Example 3.3 Product correspondences: Suppose that we have correspondences C : X → Z and
D : Y → W , then by the product correspondence C × D : X × Y → Z × W we will mean thecorrespondence in which

((x, y), (z, w)) ∈ C × D if and only if (x, z) ∈ C and (y, w) ∈ D

or equivalently (C × D)(x, y) = C(x) × D(y) ∈ Z ×W . These are very useful in constructing newcorrespondences from old.
Example 3.4 Graph correspondences: Suppose that Γ is a graph, with vertex set VΓ. Then we havethe correspondence CΓ : VΓ → VΓ defined by

VΓ(v) = {w ∈ VΓ such that w = v or (v, w) is an edge of Γ}

Example 3.5 Metric correspondences: Suppose that we have a finite metric space (X, d), where
d is an abstract distance function. Then the metric correspondence with threshold r is the corre-spondence C(d, r) : X → X defined by C(d, r)(x) = {x′ ∈ X|d(x, x′) ≤ r}. We can also referto quasi-metric correspondences, which are identified in an identical fashion. Note that if X is aquasi-metric space with all distances = 0, then the quasi-metric correspondence is the same asthe complete correspondence defined above.
Example 3.6 Convolutional pooling correspondences: These are particular examples of func-tional correspondences. Consider the sets I(N) = {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}. Then for even values of
N we can define a function πN : I(N)→ I(N2 ) by setting

πN (k) = bk
2
c

where brc denotes the floor of a real number r, namely the largest integer less than or equal to
r. We can form the two dimensional grids I(N)2 and similarly construct the correspondences
πN × πN , and of course higher dimensional products as well. This kind of correspondence is usedextensively in the construction of convolutional neural nets.
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4 Some Specific Constructions

We will show how this language can be used to construct some familiar networks.
Example 4.1 Let X0, X1, . . . Xn denote a collection of finite sets, and for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let Ci :
Xi−1 → Xi denote the complete correspondence. Then the feed-forward structure

{X0, . . . , Xn, C1, . . . , Cn}

defines a fully connected feed-forward neural network with n+ 1 layers including the data layer.
Example 4.2 Let X0, . . . , Xn each denote a copy of the vertices of an N × N grid. We assign tothe grid the metric d∞ defined by

d∞((m1,m2), (n1, n2)) = max(|m1 − n1|, |m2 − n2|)

We let Ci : Xi−1 → Xi denote themetric correspondence. Then the feed-forward structure (X0, . . . , Xn, C1, . . . , Cn}gives a feed-forward convolutional neural net with a single grid channel in each layer.
Example 4.3 We may want to include pooling layers as well. Suppose that we have a sequence ofsetsX0, X1, . . . , Xn, so that the i-th set is the collection of grid points in a grid of sizeK ·2−i×K ·2−i.It is assumed thatK is divisible by 2−n. We define Ci, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n to be the convolutional poolingcorrespondence. This construction gives us an n-layer network, each with layer consisting of asingle convolutional grid, with the width of the networks dividing by a factor 2 for each transitionto a new layer. Of course, one can be more general and permit multiple grids of the same size.
Example 4.4 Again in the convolutional context, we may want to introduce multiple channels insome or all the layers. Let’s fix one grid array and call itX , and let {Y0, . . . , Yn} denote a sequenceof sets. We can now form the sequence of sets X × Y0, . . . , X × Yn, and let Ci and Di denote themetric correspondence onX as in Example 4.2 and the complete correspondence from Yi−1 to Yi,respectively. Then the feed-forward structure {X × Y0, X × Y1, . . . , X × Yn, C1 ×D1, . . . , Cn ×Dn}gives the structure of a feed-forward neural net with #Yi identical grid channels in the i-th layer.

5 Metric Spaces and Graphs

We have seen in Example 4.2 that we could use a finitemetric space, namely a grid with a particularchoice of metric, to construct a correspondence which could in turn be used to construct standardfeed-forward convolutional neural networks for the analysis of image data sets. In this section wewill introduce some other finite metric spaces that can be used to build useful neural networks.Finite metric spaces can typically be specified in a very compact form, but it is also useful to havea less compact description that can be understood visually or combinatorially, and which is wellsuited as input to software. The description is in terms of a graph (or family of graphs).
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Definition 5.1 If X is a finite metric space, we define the Vietoris-Rips graph at threshold r (where
r > 0) to be the graph whose set of nodes is the set of points in x, and where there is an edgebetween x and x′ if and only if d(x, x′) ≤ r.
Example 5.1 LetX be the set of nonnegative integers which are less than or equal toN . They area metric space when regarded as a subset of the real line. The associated Vietoris-Rips graph atthreshold 1 is the segment pictured below.

We’ll call this metric space I(N + 1), in order to be consistent with the notation of Example 3.6.
Example 5.2 In the case of the metric space described in Example 4.2, the Vietoris-Rips graph atthreshold 1 looks as follows for the case N = 4.

Example 5.3 Consider the set of points (cos(2πk
N ), sin(2πk

N )) in the plane, for k = 0, . . . , N−1. Theyare a collection of N evenly spaced points on the unit circle, including the point (1, 0). We use thedistance function in the plane restricted to this set. If we let
r =

√
(1− cos(2πk

N
))2 + sin2(

2πk

N
)

we find that the Vietoris-Rips graph with threshold r is a loop. The case N = 8 is pictured below.We refer to this metric space as L(N).
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Wewill see that this example is quite useful in architectures for deep networks for imagedatabases.
Example 5.4 Consider the vertices of a regular icosahedron, scaled so that they lie on the unitsphere. The restriction of the distance function in Euclidean 3-space to this set makes it into ametric space. It yields a triangulation of the sphere, which can be subdivided as described in [2]. Inthis way we produce discrete sets which are evenly distributed in the sphere, and by iterating thesubdivision we can ensure that they increasingly fill out the sphere.

This example is useful in architectures for three dimensional imaging.
Example 5.5 If X is equipped with a quasi-metric (recall, this means we permit +∞ as a value)which takes the value +∞ for every pair of distinct points inX , then we obtain a discrete graph on
X , with nodes but no edges, independent of the choice of r.
The nice thing about the metric space based constructions is that there are simple ways to con-struct new metric spaces from old.
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Definition 5.2 LetX and Y be quasi-metric spaces, with quasi-metrics dX and dY . Then by the L∞product of X and Y , we will mean the set of ordered pairs (x, y), with x ∈ X and y ∈ Y , equippedwith the quasi-metric
D((x, y), (x′, y′) = max(dX(x, x′), dY (y, y′))

Again, this formula is readily interpretable when the value +∞ is taken. We denote the L∞ productofX and Y byX ×
∞
Y .

Definition 5.3 Let X and Y be quasi-metric spaces. Then by X∐
Y , the disjoint union of X and

Y , we will mean the quasi-metric space whose underlying set is the disjoint union of X and Y , andwhere the metric on pairs of points inX (resp. Y ) is given by the original metric onX (resp. Y ), andwhere the distance between any point inX and any point in Y is defined to be +∞.
Example 5.6 Letting I(N) be the metric space of Example 5.1 above, we can form I(N) ×

∞
I(N),

and resulting metric space is the same as the N × N two-dimensional grid metric space fromExample 5.2 that is appropriate for images. Of course we could also form
I(N) ×

∞
I(N) ×

∞
I(N)

and obtain a three dimensional cubical grid appropriate for three dimensional voxel images.
Example 5.7 Let X be the loop of of Example 5.3. Then we can form the product X ×

∞
X. Just

as Example 5.3 produced a loop, this metric space produces something that approximates a “dis-cretized" torus.

There’s another construction that can often be useful.
Definition 5.4 ForX a set, an equivalence relation onX is a subsetR ⊆ X ×X , with the followingproperties.

• (x, x) ∈ R for all x ∈ X .
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• (x, x′) ∈ R ↔ (x′, x) ∈ R

• (x, x′) ∈ R and (x′, x′′) implies that (x, x′′) ∈ R.
An equivalence relation on R divides X into disjoint blocks, where each block B consists of a col-lection of points so that every possible pair of points of B belongs toR. The blocks form a partitionof the set X , and completely specify the equivalence relation. The set of blocks determined by anequivalence relationR is called the quotient ofX byR, and will be denoted byX/R.
Example 5.8 Let Z denote the set of integers. Then the setR2 of pairs of integers (m,n) for which
m − n is divisible by 2 is an equivalence relation, and the quotient of Z by R2 consists of twoelements, one the block consisting of all the even numbers and the other the block consisting ofall the odd numbers.
Definition 5.5 LetX be a finite quasi-metric space, with quasi-metric dX , and letRbe an equivalencerelation onX . For any two blocks B0, B1 of the equivalence relationR, we define

δ(B0, B1) = min
b∈B0

min
b∈B1

dX(b0, b1)

The function δ satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of the definition of a quasi-metric, but does not neces-sarily satisfy condition (3). We now define δ̂ by the equation
δ̂(B0, B1) = min

k
min

β0,β1,...,βk

∑
i

δ̂(βi−1, βi)

where each βi is one of the blocks in R and β0 = B0 and βk = B1. With this definition, δ̂ becomesa quasimetric on the setX/R. We note that there is always a functional correspondence pR : X →
XR, which assigns to x ∈ X the block containing x, which we denote by [x].
Here are some examples.
Example 5.9 For the metric space I(N), we can equip it with the equivalence relation R whichcontains all the elements (i, i) for 0 ≤ i ≤ N , as well as the pairs (N, 0) and(0, N). The blocks areeither singletons or the two element set {(N, 0), (0, N)}. The Vietoris-Rips complex on this metricspace, with threshold value 1, is a loop with N nodes. Notice that the graph is isomorphic to theVietoris-Rips graph of the metric space L(N) with the threshold value r from Example 5.3 above.
Example 5.10 Consider the metric space L(N) from Example 5.3, with N = 2M . Let the point
(cos(2πk

N ), sin(2πk
N )) be denoted by zk. Then we can form the equivalence relation whose blocksare all the sets {z2s, z2s+1}, for 0 ≤ s ≤ M − 1. The resulting quotient can be identified withthe set L(M), but with the distance function smaller than that of L(M). We obtain a functionalcorrespondence L(N)→ L(N2 ) = L(M), which we will call σN .
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Example 5.11 Suppose we have the metric space L(N) of Example 5.3, and supposeN = 2k is aneven number. Consider the equivalence relation whose blocks are all two element sets of the form
{(cos(2πk

N
), sin(

2πk

N
)), (cos(

2πk

N
+ π), sin(

2πk

N
+ π)}

The quotient consists of k = N
2 points, and its Vietoris-Rips complex is a loop of length k.

Example 5.12 Suppose we have two metric spaces of the kind occurring in Example 5.3, onewith N = 2k elements and the other with M = 2N elements. Call the first one X and thesecond one Y , and form K = X ×
∞

Y . For any point q = (cos(2πk
N ), sin(2πk

N )) in X , define
θ(q) = (cos(2πk

N ),−sin(2πk
N )), and for any point r = (cos(2πk

M )), sin(2πk
M )) define η(r) to be thepoint (−cos(2πk

M ),−sin(2πk
M )) We form the quotient of this metric space by the equivalence rela-tion whose blocks are all pairs of the form {(q, r), (θ(q), η(r)}. The resulting finite metric spacehas a very natural embedding in a space called the Klein bottle, which has been shown to be ofimportance in the study of images [3].

We’ll call this metric spaceK(M).
Remark 5.1 There are very explicit descriptions of the connections in the Vietoris-Rips graphs ofvarious of these examples. For example, in themetric space given in Example 5.1, the complex has
N+1 vertices {v0, . . . , vN}, and there are edges (vi, vi+1) for 0 ≤ i ≤ N−1. In the case of Example5.3, we have N vertices {v0, . . . , vN−1}, with edges (vi, vi+1) for 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 2, as well as an edge
(v0, vN−1). In the case of Example 5.7, the vertices of the Vietoris-Rips graph consist of all orderedpairs (m1,m2), with 0 ≤ m1,m2 ≤ N − 1, and the edges are given by three families.

1. ((m1,m2), (m1 + 1,m2)), ((m1,m2), (m1,m2 + 1)), and ((m1,m2), (m1 + 1,m2 + 1)) for 0 ≤
m1,m2 ≤ N − 2

2. ((0,m2), (N − 1,m2) for all 0 ≤ m2 ≤ N − 1

3. ((m1, 0), (m1, N − 1)) for all 0 ≤ m1 ≤ N − 1
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Finally, we also describe the graph corresponding to Example 5.12. In this case, the vertices areagain given by all ordered pairs (m1,m2), with 0 ≤ m1,m2 ≤ N − 1, and the vertices are given bythree families.
1. ((m1,m2), (m1 + 1,m2)), ((m1,m2), (m1,m2 + 1)), and ((m1,m2), (m1 + 1,m2 + 1)) for 0 ≤
m1,m2 ≤ N − 2

2. ((0,m2), (N − 1,m2) for all 0 ≤ m2 ≤ N − 1

3. ((m1, 0), (N − 1−m1, N − 1)) for all 0 ≤ m1 ≤ N − 1

6 Architectures from Geometric Information

In Section 2we formulated the notion of feed-forward structure, which identifies simple informationthat is sufficient to construct a neural net. In Section 5, we saw that geometric information on thespace of features in the form of a (quasi-) metric can be used to construct feed-forward structures.In this section, we will use these ideas to show how to construct various deep networks in differentsituations and different levels of generality. First, we identify ways in which the geometric structureon the feature space can arise.
1. A priori geometries: There are situations where it is obvious from the description of thefeatures that there is a natural geometry on them. For example, in the case of data sets oftime series, where each data point is evaluated at a point in time, the features would consistof points on the real line, and it is usually quite plausible that the feature that consists ofevaluation at a fixed point in time is well correlated with evaluation at a very nearby point intime. This suggests that the feature space should be given the geometry of a grid on a line.It might be that the time series is periodic, and one might therefore give the feature spacethe structure of a grid on a circle instead. Note that this geometry is the one described inExample 5.3. Another such situation is that of images, where the features are pixels, andwhere it is also plausible that nearby pixels are well correlated. So, in this case, the featuresshould be given the geometry of a two-dimensional grid, which would be a product of twoline like geometries.
2. Analytically discovered geometries: In other situations, data analysis of various kinds revealthat there is a natural geometric structure in the data, that one can exploit. An example ofthis idea occurs in [3], where it is discovered that a data set of 3 × 3 patches in gray scalenatural images is concentrated around a space with the geometry of a circle, and at a higherlevel of concentration, a Klein bottle. The finding about the circle was also replicated by adata analytic study of the weights in a naive convolutional neural net study [4], [5]. Thereis also a hybrid kind of finding, where one might consider data sets which are time series,and would therefore model the feature space by a line, but observe empirically that thereis periodic behavior in the data. In this case, one would replace the linear geometry with acircular geometry.
3. Purely data driven geometries: It is also possible that one doesn’t have any useful insightconcerning a geometry on the feature space. In this case, it is possible to use topological
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data analysis on the feature space to create a graph whose nodes correspond to collectionsof features. This construction provides an alternative to the Vietoris-Rips method of passingfrom metric information to graphs discussed in Section 5.
We will now discuss a number of different scenarios in the three contexts, and demonstrate howto construct deep feed-forward structures from the corresponding metric data.
A priori geometries

Example 6.1 We begin with the situation where we have image data, so the geometry is that of asquare grid. Let us assume that the grid is 2k×2k. The grid can be regarded as the product I(2k) ×
∞

I(2k), where I(2k) is the construction of Example 5.1. Let Gk = I(2k) ×
∞
I(2k). In Example 3.6, we

constructed functional correspondences π2k : I(2k)→ I(2k−1), and we obtain correspondences
Gk = I(2k)× I(2k)

π
2k
×π

2k−→ I(2k−1)× I(2k−1) = Gk−1

The feed-forward structure
(Gk, Gk−1, . . . , G0, π2k × π2k , . . . , π2 × π2)

gives a convolutional network with k + 1 layers, with a single convolutional channel in each layer,and with pooling between each of the layers. It might be desirable to construct more than onechannel in a given layer. In this case, if we want ni channels in the (k − i)-th layer, we form sets
Xi with cardinality = ni, and let Ci denote the complete correspondence from Xi−1 to Xi. Then adescription of a convolutional networkwithni layers in the i-th layer is specified by the feed-forwardstructure

(Gk ×X0, Gk−1 ×X1, . . . , G1 ×Xk−1, G0 ×Xk, π2k × π2k × C1, . . . , π2 × π2 × Ck)

Example 6.2 Consider the previous situation but with color images, say in RGB scale. What thismeans is that we have three distinct numerical values for each pixel. Let R denote the three el-ement set {R,G,B}, and let D : R → R denote the complete correspondence. Then in order toconstruct a network such as the one in Example 6.1, but for images with RGB coloring, we wouldform the feed-forward system
(Gk×X0×R, Gk−1×X1×R, . . . , G1×Xk−1×R, G0×Xk×R, π2k×π2k×C1×D, . . . , π2×π2×Ck×D)

It is easy to see that this gives the right network.
Example 6.3 If we consider data sets whose data points are time series, which we imagine sam-pled at a discrete latticewith regular time intervals, the a priori geometry is that of a linear grid I(N),as described in Example 5.1. Assuming N = 2k for some k, we have the natural correspondences
πN : I(N) → I(N2 ) for 0 ≤ s ≤ k, which allow us to construct a feed-forward structure. If weare in a special situation where we know a priori that the times series have a periodicity property,
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then the natural a priori geometry is instead that of a loop L(M) for someM . Again ifm = 2k , weobtain correspondences σM : L(M)→ L(M2 ) as in Example 5.10, and corresponding feed-forwardstructures
(L(2k), L(2k−1), . . . , L(2), L(1), σ2k , σ2k−1 , . . . , σ2)

Analytically discovered geometries

In order to discuss analytically discovered geometries, we will have to review some of the workin [3]. That work consisted of an analysis of the frequently occurring (interpreted as high density)points in a large data set of 3×3 patches in gray scale images. Its findings were that at one level ofdensity thresholding, the densest patches concentrated around a circle, and that at another levelof thresholding, they were concentrated around a two dimensional surface called a Klein bottle.These findings were then also found within a data set of weight vectors within a convolutionalneural net trained on a data set of images of handdrawn digits, and this result was replicatedthrough many data sets. Since the neural nets are able through training to find these systematicpatterns, it suggests the possibility that one should be able to somehow introduce these patternsas new features, and then allow the net to train without having to find and construct them.
The way to do this is to identify synthetic algebraic models for these patches. There is a simpleone for the circle, as follows. For each angle 0 ≤ θ < 2π, we have a linear function λθ on the square
[−1, 1]× [−1, 1] by the formula

λθ(x, y) = xcosθ + ysinθ

In order to create a feature from this function, we can proceed as follows. We have only discretizedinformation, gray scale values at the discrete set of 9 values
(i− 1, j − 1)

in [−1, 1]× [−1, 1] with i, j = 0, 1, 2. Call this set ∆, and we suppose we are given a 3× 3 patch, i.e.a real valued function f on the set of points in ∆. The the feature we could create would be∑
p∈∆

f(p)λθ(p) (6–1)
This is the discretization of the continuous construction

〈f, λθ〉 =

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0
f(x, y)λθ(x, y)dxdy

We denote this feature by cθ , so cθ(f) denotes the quantity (6–1) above. We refer to these featuresas the primary circle features.
Similarly, the analysis of theKlein bottle showed that in that context, the patches could be parametrizedby a pair of angles (θ1, θ2), defining a real valued function

Kθ1,θ2(x, y) = sin(θ2)q2(cos(θ1)x+ sin(θ1)y) + cos(θ2)q3(cos(θ1)x+ sin(θ1)y)

where q2 and q3 denote the second and third Legendre polynomial [6]. They are given by
q2(x) =

√
3

2
x, and q3(x) =

√
5

8
(3x2 − 1)
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The parametrization is two to one, so one should restrict the angle θ1 to lie between 0 and π. Weagain write kθ1,θ2(f) for the sum ∑
p∈∆

f(p)Kθ1,θ2(p)

and obtain a two parameter family of featureswhichmay be applied to f . We refer to these featuresas the Klein bottle features.
Example 6.4 We suppose that we want to build a neural network that takes into account the pri-mary circle features. Recall the metric spaces I(N) from Example 5.1, and suppose that we set
N = 2k for some k. Also, recall the metric spaces L(M) from Example 5.3, with the assumptionthat M = 2l for some l. We also write L0(M) for the metric space with the same set of pointsas L(M), but where the distances between all pairs of distinct points are all = 0. Construct thequasi-metric space

I(N) ×
∞
I(N) ×

∞
L0(M)

and construct its Vietoris-Rips complex. The nodes in the Vietoris-Rips complex correspond totriples of integers (i1, i2, i3), where 0 ≤ i1, i2 ≤ N − 1, and 0 ≤ i3 ≤ M − 1. The node (i1, i2, i3)corresponds to the feature cθ computed at the pixel (i1, i2), where
θ =

2πi3
M

We would also want to form a disjoint union with a single copy of I(N) ×
∞
I(N) in order to include

the raw pixel features. The way we would do this is to construct the quasi-metric space L+
0 (M) =

L0(M) ∪ {∗}, where ∗ is a single disjoint point, and where all pairwise distances are = 0. So thefinal construction will be based on the quasi-metric space
I(N) ×

∞
I(N) ×

∞
L+

0 (M)

where I(N) ×
∞
I(N)× ∗ corresponds to the raw features and I(N) ×

∞
I(N) ×

∞
L0(M) corresponds

to the primary circle features.
This construction amounts to creating a new family of independent “ data channels", one for each
0 ≤ i ≤ M − 1. This resembles the construction for color images in Example 6.2, in which wealso took a product with a metric space (whose points are {R,B,G}), and made the connectionswithin this set arbitrary. This means that every feature consists of a pair (x, y, s), where x and ylie in I(N), and that (x, y, s) and (x′, y′, s′) can be connected if and only if (x, y) and (x′, y′) are adistance less than or equal to 1 apart in the metric on I(N) ×

∞
I(N). We note that as we vary the

choice of N and M , we have correspondences (in fact maps) I(N) → I(2−sN) for 0 ≤ s ≤ kand L(M) → L(2−tM) for 0 ≤ t ≤ l, so we are able to create feed-forward structures and thecorresponding neural networks.
We can perform the identical construction for the metric spaces

I(N) ×
∞
I(N) ×

∞
L+(M)
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whereL+(M) again denotes the setL(M)∪{∗}, but this time equippedwith themetric that assignsthe L(M)-metric to the points in L(M), and a distance of

r =

√
(1− cos(2πk

N
))2 + sin2(

2πk

N
)

between any point in L(M) to the point ∗. The rest of the construction goes through as before, butnow we take into account possible correlations between the features cθ for nearby values of θ, andbetween features cθ and raw features, to restrict the connections in the corresponding architecture.

Remark 6.1 The role of the metric structures in restricting the connections is very important in theconvolutional context, and we expect that it will be similarly important in this generalized situation.The discovery of the primary circle in the convolutional setting wasmade possible by the restrictedconnections that were permitted. It shows that in a sense that deep learning discovers directionalderivatives. What one expects is that by restricting the connections between the angular primarycircle features, one will be able to discover second order information. The finding in [3] of a Kleinbottle suggests that what will be learned in images will be second order directional derivatives,rather than other combinations of partial derivatives.
Example 6.5 We can perform entirely analogous constructions for the Klein bottle features. Thatis, we can construct the quasi-metric spaces K(M), withM = 2l, and their “zeroed out" versionsversionsK0(M), as well as the constructions

I(N) ×
∞
I(N) ×

∞
K+

0 (M)

and
I(N) ×

∞
I(N) ×

∞
K+(M)

It is also easy to check that we have analogous correspondencesK(M)→ K(2−tM) which allowus to construct feed-forward structures and therefore neural nets.
Purely data driven geometries
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Finally, we will demonstrate how to work in situations where one has ametric on the column spaceof a data matrix, but do not have closed form analytic models. We first discuss topological datamodeling, which is a key ingredient.
Topological Modeling We recall from [1] and [7] that one can construct a network or graph basedmodel on any data matrix, or more generally a metric space.
The requirements for constructing a topological model are now as follows.

1. A data set, typically given as a data matrix D, where the rows correspond to the data pointsand the columns to the features or coordinates describing them. We will restrict to the casewhere thematrix entries are numerical, but there are ways of addressing what happens whensome of the features are categorical.
2. A metric on the set of rows. Simple choices for this would be higher dimensional Euclideandistance, but there are many options, such as versions of the Euclidean distance that meancenter and normalize variance each of the features, cosine distances, correlation distances,and Hamming distance in the case where the features values are binary, amongmany others.
3. One or more real valued functions on the data, which we refer to as lenses. These can bechosen in many ways, but some useful choices include the result of a density or central-ity measure, the outcome of a machine learning methodology such as principal componentanalysis (PCA) or multidimensional scaling (MDS), measures of entropy within a data set, orAyasdi’s proprietary neighborhood lenses.
4. For each lens, a choice of resolution and gain, as described in [1]. The choice of resolutionspecifies a number of bins to be chosen, and increasing the resolution typically increasesthe number of nodes in the associated graph theoretic model, and gives a more detaileddescription of the data. The choice of gain determines the degree of overlap in the binsused to build the model, and an increase in the gain increases the number of edges in thecorresponding topological graph theoretic model.

The topological model has the property that each node of the model corresponds to a collection ofrows from the datamatrix. Distinct nodesmay correspond to collections that overlap, i.e. have oneor more data points in common, and the edges connecting nodes are specified by the requirementthat two node are connected by an edge if and only if the corresponding collections of rows haveon or more rows in common. The method gives a very useful way to understand the structure ofthe similarities between data points. It provides a similarity map of the data set, which allows forrapid identification of coherent subpopulations, understanding of landscapes of local maxima andminima of functions on the data set, and anomaly detection.
Topological Modeling of Feature Space

Given a datamatrix, it is also useful to study not the set of rows but the set of columns. Equivalently,one can form the transpose Dt of the data matrix D and build a model of its rows. This modelrequires specification of metric, lenses, resolution, and gain, as would the standard analysis ofthe rows. However, because the columns of the transpose (i.e. the rows of the original matrix)
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are homogeneous in the sense that they are all assumed to come from a single population, someof the most standard metrics and lenses work quite well in this case. Euclidean distance and themean centered and normalized versions of Euclidean distance are often good choices in this case.Additionally the lenses that are quite useful include neighborhood lenses as well as PCA andMDS.
The important property of this construction is that it permits us to represent data points and pop-ulations of data points as functions on the set of nodes of a topological model of the feature set.The idea is as follows. Each row of D corresponds to a function on the set of features, i.e. thecolumns of D, because each row assigns a value to each of the features, in the same way that afeatures assigns values to each of the rows. For each node v of the model on Dt, and each row rof D, we may assign the average value of the function determined by r on the features occurringin the node. In this way, we can assign to every row ofD a function on the nodes of the topologicalmodel for Dt. For visualization purposes, one may encode the function values as a coloring of thenodes, which can be very instructive. More generally, wemay consider a set S of data points (rows)of D and compute the average value of the function values on the nodes over the collection S , soas to obtain a coloring on the topological model representing the average values over the group orsubpopulation. When this idea is applied to a microarray data set on breast cancer patients, theresults look as follows.

The features are in this case genes, so the model can be thought of as a similarity map of thegenes in their gene expression behaviors. The patients are divided into two cohorts, one (A) whichhas very high survival, and the other (B) which has a much more pessimistic prognosis, and thecolorings on the network reflect these two different cohorts. The difference is quite stark.
This methodology can be viewed as a method for dimensionality reduction, as well as a methodfor smoothing features by averaging around similar features. These are the features that we willbe using in our TDA based architecture. Variation of Resolution and Gain

As mentioned above, there are two numerical parameters that are involved in constructing thetopological model, namely resolution and gain. The resolution has the property that higher valuesof it produce a higher resolutionmodel. Let us suppose thatwe have built a collection of topologicalmodels of the feature matrix Dt, call them {Γ0, . . . ,Γn}, where we assume that the resolution of
Γi is greater than that of Γi+1, so that the resolution decreases as i increases. We have observedthat the edges in the graph Γi are determined by the condition that two nodes are connected byan edge if and only if their corresponding collections of data points (columns of D, rows in Dt)
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have one or more points in common. Suppose that we instead have a node v of Γi and a node wof Γi+1. Each of v and w corresponds to a collection of data points, and we can define that v and
w to be related if their corresponding collections contain a data point in common. So now we havenot only a relationship between nodes in a given Γi, but also between nodes in different Γi’s. Weneed to formalize this kind of relationship.
The Construction

We have seen how to build graph theoretical models of metric spaces. We suppose that we haveequipped the column space of a data matrix D with a metric, and have made choices of lenses.Suppose further that we have made choices ri for the resolution, with 0 ≤ i ≤ n, and where weassume that the resolution decreases with i. For simplicity, we assume the gain to be fixed. Wethen construct the graphs Γi, where Γi is the model corresponding to ri. There is now a tightrelationship between these different graphs.
Definition 6.1 TDA correspondences: Suppose that we have two topological models Γ0 and Γ1 ofa data set (or set of features)X . Then as we discussed above, the vertices of the graphs Γ0 and Γ1correspond to collections of elements ofX . Let Vi denote the set of vertices in Γi. Then we define acorrespondence C(Γ0,Γ1) : V0 → V1 by declaring that a pair (v, w), with v ∈ V0 and w ∈ V1, belongsto C(Γ0,Γ1) if and only if the collections corresponding to v and w have at least one member ofX incommon.
What we can now say is that the family of topological models Γ0, . . . ,Γn gives us a feed-forwardstructure

{Γ0, . . .Γn, C(Γ0,Γ1), C(Γ1,Γ2), . . . , C(Γn−1,Γn)}

and therefore the ability to create neural networks based on this data.

A good situation for this analysis is the situation where the Γi’s are models constructed with thesamemetric, lenses, and gain, but where the resolution decreases with i. It will then be analgous tothe convolutional situationswith time series or images, where the resolution decreases aswemovethrough the pooling layers. Note that while our earlier constructions relied on a priori informationor data analysis that applies to large classes of data, this construction is applicable in a bespokefashion to individual data sets.
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7 Convolutional properties

We can summarize what we have done so far by the remark that we build neural networks thatconnect features which are nearby each other in a notion of distance on the feature space, whatone might loosely refer to as locality. In the standard construction of convolutional neural nets forimages, the locality principle is clearly enforced, but the additional condition that is very importantis the homogeneity condition that requires that the connections produced are invariant to the po-sition in the image. If the connections to a given pixel are with a small neighborhood N of pixelssurrounding it, then the connections of to another pixel are simply the translation in the grid of N .It is interesting that there are corresponding notions of homogeneity that are available in the neuralnets constructed in Examples 6.4 and 6.5 from analytically discovered models of feature space.Let’s consider Example 6.4. Then, analogously to the translation operations that are available inthe pixel grid, we have the rotations by angles 2πi
N in that circle, and we can require that the con-nections be preserved by the action of this rotation group. It will be very interesting to explore theeffect of enforcing this condition on image data sets. There is a similar rotation available on theKlein bottle K(M), in this case rotation in the variable θ1. Rotation in the second variable is alsoavailable, but the intuition there is less clear.
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